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Angol nyelvi szintfelmérő, 2018. “A” csoport 

A feladatok megoldására 45 perc áll rendelkezésedre. Az utolsó feladatra  

(fogalmazás) legalább 10-15 percet szánj. Jó munkát kívánunk! 

1) Válaszd ki és karikázd be a helyes megoldás betűjelét.  

1) _______________________ books are those on the bottom shelf next to the CDs? 

a) Whose   b) Whoose  c) Woose   d) Woes’  

2) This wallet is ___________, not my brother’s.  I got it as a  Xmas present from my grandparents.  

a) my  b) his   c) mine d) mine’s 

3) She _________________________________ the bus at the bus stop when she saw the accident. 

a) were waiting for  b)  was waiting   c) were waiting  d) was waiting for 

4) Will you  ____________________________ a  photo of me, please? 

a) make       b) take      c) paint    d)  do 

5) Nobody  _________________ absent from the PE lesson  today. All students are here.   

a) are   b) aren’t   c) is   d) isn’t 

6) What is their new house like? It ______________________________________. 

a) look quite ugly   b) looks like yours   c) looks well   d)  likes an office block 

7) My friend  ____________________________ a word in English  since she came home from Canada. 

a) hasn’t spoken      b)    didn’t speak      c) hadn’t spoken      d)   speaking 

8) “Did they enjoy____________  at the concert?” “ Yes, they did. They said it had been superb.” 

 a) themselves   b) them   c) self   d) themself 

9) My grandparents  have never  been to a spa _____________.  

 a) since  b) before  c) already   d) ago 

10) When they finally left the party  the  hosts  ______________________________. 

a) had already gone home b) have already fallen asleep  c) had already fallen asleep   d) are there 

 

 

2) Az alábbi feladatban az utazási iroda képviselöinek küldött mulatságos panaszokat olvashatsz.  

Párosítsd össze a számokat és a betűjeleket. 

1) We bought some Ray-ban sunglasses from a street trader for £3.50… 

2) Siesta time should be banned…….  

3) I booked a one-bedroom apartment and my friend booked a three-bedroomed apartment .... ..               

4) The sand on the beach didn’t look like the sand in the brochure….. 

5) The guests in the next room were very noisy….. 

6) It took the plane three hours to get back to Hungary from Scotland…..  

 

a) …..  When I compared them I found that hers was considerably larger. 

b) …..  It turned out that they were fake. 

c) …..  It was yellow in the pictures but in real life it was white. 

d) …..  Sometimes I wanted to buy things in the afternoons and I couldn’t. 

e) …..   When we spoke to our English friends we found out that they’d got home in 40 minutes. 

f) …..   Why didn’t you  warn us to bring earplugs? 

 

1) 2) 3) 4) 5) 6) 
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3) Olvasd el az alábbi szöveget és párosítsd össze a bekezdéseket a hozzájuk illő címekkel. 

 

Make the Most of your Free Time  

1) 

Studies say that people nowadays have more free time than ever before.  Then why doesn’t it feel that way?  These 

days, our free time is usually spent watching television, using computers or communicating on our phones. Images 

and information are constantly flashing into our brains, so it’s no wonder we don’t feel as if we have really switched 

off.  To really wind down and help us regain our energy levels, it is important to use our free time wisely. 

2)   

Think about what you want to achieve in your free time.  Do you want to get fit, get creative or simply relax?   

Don’t worry about what you ought to be doing, just think about what will make you feel more content.   

3)    

Plan when you are going to enjoy your free time, and treat it in the same way as anything else on your calendar.  If 

something else more important comes along, you can choose whether or not to postpone it, but never cancel it!  

4)    

Make sure you have everything you need to enjoy your free time in advance. If you’re looking forward to a nice 

long bath, buy bath oil and candles.  If you want to get out in the countryside, get your boots and map ready, and 

don’t forget to check the weather forecast. 

5)     

Don’t let anything else encroach on your free time.  Ignore the washing up and the vacuuming.  Don’t check your 

inbox for messages and turn off your mobile phone.  Otherwise, the lines between free time and everyday life will 

begin to blur, and you won’t feel refreshed. 

 

 
a) Establish your goals  

b) Guard your time 

c) Why is so hard 

d) Set a date   

e) Plan ahead 

 

1) 2) 3) 4) 5) 
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4) Párosítsd össze a mini-beszélgetések első és második felét. Karikázd be a helyes választ. 

1) Could you tell me your surname?  

a) Would you like me to spell it? 

b) Do you like my family name? 

c) How do I say that? 

 

2) This plant looks dead.  

a) It’s in the garden. 

b) It only needs some water. 

c) It’s sleeping. 

 

3) I hope it doesn’t rain. 

a) Of course not. 

b) Will it be wet? 

c) So do I. 

 

4) Are you going to come inside soon? 

a) For ever. 

b) Not long. 

c) In a minute. 

 

5) Who gave you this book, Lucy?  

a) I bought it. 

b) My uncle was. 

c) For my birthday. 

 

5) Egészítsd ki a szöveget a táblázatban található szavakkal. Két szóra nincs szükséged. 

 

Global warming 

 

 

atmosphere transportation oil since space warmer scientists life 

 

 

 

 

Our planet is slowly getting ………………… because humans are creating gases that cause too much heat to be 

trapped in our ………………….. . We call these gases “greenhouse gases” and they include methane and ozone. It’s 

important to remember that planet Earth has always had greenhouse gases in its atmosphere. They’ve played an 

important part in making our planet warm enough because they haven’t let too much of the sun’s warmth escape out 

into …………. .  Unfortunately,  ………… the late 1800s extra amounts of greenhouse gases have been produced, 

which has upset the natural balance of nature. The other problem is that too much heat is trapped in our atmosphere. 

The gas that ……… are most worried about is called carbon dioxide. It’s produced when fossil fuels, such as 

methane, petrol and gas are burned. The carbon inside these fossil fuels mixes with the oxygen in the air and creates 

CO2. Factories, power stations and …………………, such as cars, buses, lorries and planes are responsible for the 

largest amount of carbon dioxide. 
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6) Olvasd el a szöveget és a hozzá tartozó kérdéseket, majd karikázd be a helyes válasz betűjelét. 

 

Curling 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Curling is a popular ice sport in many northern countries. Although it is played all over the world and it is an Olympic sport, 

not many people really understand the rules. Actually, curling is a very simple and fun game and here’s how it is played! 

 

Curling is played on a straight sheet of ice that is about 46 meters long. Each end of the ice has four painted circles called a 

“house”. The object of the game is to slide your stones on the ice as close as you can to the center of the circle. The center of 

the circle is called a “button”. 

 

The game is played by two teams of 4 people each. The leader of each team is called a “skip”. Each person on the team takes 

turns “throwing” (sliding) two stones down the ice towards the house. After a person on one team throws a stone, a player 

from the other team throws a stone. As it speeds down the ice, players from the same team will help to guide the stone 

towards its target. They use brooms to “sweep” the ice so it will speed up or change direction. This slow change in direction  

makes the stone “curl” left or right, which is why the sport is called “curling”. 

 

After both teams throw all their stones, the players inspect the house to see which team’s stone is closest to the button. Each 

stone that is closer to the button than the opponent’s nearest stone counts as a point. 

 

1. According to the article, 

where is curling most 

popular?  

a) in Asia  

b) only in North America  

c) in northern countries  

d) in the United Kingdom  

 

2. The word “object” in 

paragraph 2 is closest in 

meaning to:  

a) thing  

b) disagree  

c) subject  

d) goal  

 

3. According to the article, 

how many people, in total, 

play in a game of curling?  

a) 4  

b) 5  

c) 8  

d) 10  

 

4. The word “it” in 

paragraph 3 refers to:  

a) a person  

b) a team  

c) a stone  

d) the ice  

 

5. The word “guide” in 

paragraph 3 is closest in 

meaning to:  

a) advise  

b) show  

c) direct  

d) supervise  

 

6. According to the article, 

what is each team trying to 

do?  

a) sweep their stones outside 

of the house  

b) throw their stones closest 

to the button  

c) throw their teammates 

down the ice  

d) paint four circles around a 

button on the ice  

 

7. According to the article, 

why is the sport called 

“curling”?  

a) because the stones can 

turn in different directions  

b) because the sheet of ice is 

not straight but curved  

c) because the stones are an 

interesting shape and size 

d) because the players take 

turns throwing stones 

8. The word “inspect” in 

paragraph 4 could be 

replaced with:  

a) clear  

b) sweep  

c) discuss  

d) examine 
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7) Írj jellemzést a legjobb barátodról, legkedvesebb rokonodról vagy érdekes szomszédodról.  

Írj a következőkről: 

 mióta ismered őt 

 külseje  

 belső jellemvonásai 

 érdeklődési köre/hobbik 

 miért kedveled/szereted őt 

Fogalmazásodnak adj címet, kezdd bevezetéssel, és a végén foglald össze a mondanivalódat. 
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Összpontszám: ……/60 
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Key 

 

 Task 1: 1)a 2)c 3)d 4)b 5)c 6)b 7)a 8)a 9)b 10)c    (10 pont) 

 

 Task 2: 1)b 2)d 3)a 4)c 5)f 6)e   (6 pont) 

 

 Task 3: 1)c 2)a 3)d 4)e 5)b   (5 pont) 

 

 Task 4: 1)a 2)b 3)c 4)c 5)a   (5 pont) 

 

 

 Task 5   (6 pont) 

warmer 

atmosphere 

space 

since 

scientists 

transportation 

 

 Task 6: 1)c 2)d 3)c 4)c 5)c 6)b 7)a 8)d  (8 pont) 

 

Writing: Content/Grammar/Vocabulary/Layout and Structure (20 pont) 

Elérhető összpontszám: 60 pont 

 

 


